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Why to Invest
Flight to safety

Gilt generally has Zero default risk. In crisis, Gilt demand increases as it is the asset of the ‘last
resort’. Gilt protects value and hence attracts high flows in tough conditions

High Liquidity

Secondary Gilt Market has daily trading liquidity of Rs 65 thousand cr and can handle high supply.

Performer in crisis

Depending on the market, Gilt funds are able to switch between carry, duration and blend strategy
to generate performance. Thus, Gilt investments helps aggregate gains even in crisis time.

Dovish RBI Stance

Provides capital appreciation opportunity when RBI is easing rates & keeping liquidity high

High Yields Spread

The yield curve is steep. The 10 yr duration provides a yield spread of 254 bps over overnight rates
which is positive.
Index inclusion will bring in FII interest across the globe and may bring rates down. Similarly, higher
domestic savings too may find way into Gilt.

Structural changes
Introduction of Gilt ETFs

Gilt ETFs likely to create additional demand avenue for Gilt

Data Source: Bloomberg, Reuters

Flight to safety- Default-Risk Free: Globally the flight to safety is occurring. Similar behavior is
happening in India. Even banks are preferring to be overweight on Gilts and liquidity is very high
which may increase demand further. Demand for safe assets may increase more as chase intensifies
and more money flows in sovereign assets of strong economies in days ahead.
High Liquidity: Due to the high liquidity in the Gilt market, the asset prices may not be as easily swayed
due to small demand supply mismatch such as redemption/ withdrawal. Something from which the
illiquid market suffers. The Gilt market has an average daily turnover of around Rs 65,000 cr. With this
liquidity size, the market easily absorbs the buy / sell impact of the Gilt fund industry (size of approx.
15k cr). This provides comfort to investor under any market circumstance.
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Strong Correlation to RBI policy stance: Sovereign yields have very high correlation to RBI policy rate
and liquidity. As we can see, the
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stance so as to support growth. This provides a
strong growth undercurrent to the Gilt funds and creates an opportunistic window for investor.
Structural Change: (a) Flow of Savings into Gilt: The living expenditures are going down. Especially
the discretionary spends by people/institutions are declining. The resultant higher savings will prefer
allocation in ‘safe’ assets vis-à-vis risky assets.
Structural Change: (b) Index Inclusion of India: India’s inclusion into global debt indices will lead to
fundamental change. This may allow global funds to allocate to Indian Gilt. Compared to other peers,
the macro picture of India is in much better shape and still provides higher real yield. Thus, we may
see demand surge in Gilt by domestic and overseas investors over period of time.
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Rolling Return Performance of Kotak Gilt Fund(1)

Kotak Gilt: Performer in Times of Crisis
Another of Kotak Gilt fund is that it
provides a performance opportunity
even when the yields have bottomed
out. As can be seen by adjacent chart,
a Kotak Gilt investor obtained positive
investment experience even when they
invested at relative yield bottom(s).
Ideally, Gilts must be looked at with 3
yr plus horizon. But in case of a
negative/low performance in the
short term, the investors only needs to
increase the time horizon a little
further to recover capital.
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Avg 10 yr Gilt
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0.88%
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Source: ICRA. (1). The table chart assumes that the investor had invested at low market
levels in Dec08-June09 & Jan-May 2013. This period selection is to showcase the
effectiveness of gilt mutual funds even when the gilt yields have bottomed out. The 10 yr
gilt performance is computed estimating the Modified Duration at 6.5. The 10 yr gilt
comparison is calculated based on the follow principle: (yield decline in 10 yr gilt in an
investment period X Mod D) + gilt yield at time of investment). We have taken ample
precaution in estimating the performance but it’s possible that actual 10 yr gilt
performance may vary.
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SDL whichever part of curve is attractive. We run quite balanced portfolio approach that’s our USP
and has played well over a period of time.
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Actionable Points





Gilt Funds are all season products. Especially for long term investors. More importantly, Gilt is a strong
cover of value when credit risk perception rises. Thus portfolio value can be optimized by having right
asset allocation. Take example of Employee Provident Fund Organization (EPFO). Even for their HoldTo-Maturity (HTM) allocation, they tend to invest about 60% their allocation in Gilt assets. This they
do so as to obtain around 6.7% plus yield for 30 yr with no credit risk to go. A rare opportunity in the
world where yields in developed countries are tending to zero. Thus Gilt fund is a smart asset
allocation call since it helps capture this high yield.
Thus, Gilt Fund is as critical to a debt allocation as Large/midcap/Smallcap fund is to equity
investment component.
For that reason, Gilt fund can be seen as a core part of stable portfolio solution rather than merely
an opportunistic play.
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Disclaimer:
Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents
carefully.

Kotak Gilt Fund Performance as on 30th April 2020

Other Funds Managed by Mr. Abhishek Bisen

Kotak Gold Fund - Growth, *Name of the Benchmark - Price of Gold, Scheme Inception date is 25/03/2011. Mr. Abhishek Bisen has been
managing the fund since 04/03/2011.
Kotak Gold ETF, *Name of the Benchmark - Price of Gold, Scheme Inception date is 27/07/2007. Mr. Abhishek Bisen has been managing the
fund since 15/04/2008. & Mr. Satish Dondapati has been managing the fund since 09/05/2019.
Kotak Bond Fund - Growth, *Name of the Benchmark - NIFTY Medium to Long Duration Debt Index, Scheme Inception date is 25/11/1999. Mr.
Abhishek Bisen has been managing the fund since 01/04/2008.
Kotak Equity Savings Fund - Growth, *Name of the Benchmark - 75% NIFTY 50 Arbitrage + 25% Nifty 50 TRI, Scheme Inception date is
13/10/2014. Mr. Harish Krishnan has been managing the fund since 09/05/2019. Mr. Abhishek Bisen has been managing the fund since
17/09/2014. Mr. Hiten Shah has been managing the fund since 03/10/2019.
Kotak Balanced Advantage Fund - Growth, *Name of the Benchmark - NIFTY 50 Hybrid Composite Debt 50:50 Index . Scheme Inception date is
03/08/2018. Mr. Abhishek Bisen & Mr. Harish Krishnan has been managing the fund since 03/08/2018. Mr. Hiten Shah has been managing
the fund since 03/10/2019.
Kotak Equity Hybrid Fund - Growth (Erstwhile Kotak Balance), *Name of the Benchmark - NIFTY 50 Hybrid Composite Debt 65:35 Index,
Scheme Inception date is 25/11/1999 and Kotak Equity Hybrid Fund - Regular plan scheme inception date is 3rd November 2014. Mr. Pankaj
Tibrewal has been managing the fund since 25/08/2015. Mr. Abhishek Bisen has been managing the fund since 15/04/2008.
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Riskometer:
An open ended debt scheme investing in government securities across maturity

